
When I was a boy, my mother would say to me,
“Fahrenheit, you have so much potential.”

And she was right.  I did.

I used my potential to get me through 
school, find my love for writing, help 

me choose a career, etcetera, etcetera...
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However, I soon realized that “potential” is a meaningless, 
candy-coated shit word, which more appropriately

translates as “Try harder.”  Nevertheless, my mother
was right.  I had “potential”.  But more notably...

...so did everyone else.

If dead is what you are when you stop living, then this lackluster 
world is a necropolis-metropolis.  Today is not the day that I 

discovered this fact, but it is the day that I reacted to it...
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The City is not very exciting and honestly, 
neither am I.  I live in an apartment, I work at 
a desk and I wake up at the same time every 

morning.  I would like to change the way 
things are, but just like everyone else, I have
found reasons not to.  Those reasons being...

“We all need money 
to survive, dear.”

“You have to 
work your way to 

the top, son.”
or...

This office is a casket, and The City 
is a catacomb.  I have often asked 

myself how I might ‘wake the dead’ 
and rip apart the fabric of routine 
that envelops us.  My reply tends to 
vary, but can always be reduced to 

one basic, unified solution:
Change the mentality of

the general public...
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Because of its blindness to its own absent-minded stupidity...

Its lack of resistance when being commercially zombified...

...And its undying thirst for everlasting repetitive behavior.

HEY CASPER!

Obviously, I am not a ‘positive’ 
person.  It is in part due to 

the inconsiderate, nickname-
calling dolt standing behind 

me, but most of it stems from 
my condition.  You see... my 
body was blessed with the 

inability to produce sufficient 
amounts of melanin, which 

makes me an albino and
somewhat of a black sheep 
since the day I was born.

Must buy.

Mmm Stuff.
I obey.  .Must... be... 

beautiful.
More stuff.
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If you would, for once, please use your INCREDIBLE power of reading, 
you just might be able to discern the words on this nameplate:

FAHRENHEIT MONAHAN: JOURNALIST

Whatever you say, 
FAHREN-WHITE!

By the way...

I hate my job as a newspaper 
journalist.  Although, I rather 
enjoy writing.  You could say 

I’m a ‘seminal author’.

The Paper does offer me one 
real perk - the occasional 

opportunity to write an op-ed 
piece of my own devising.

So can I help you with something, Herman?
I DO have other nuisances to deal with today.
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Casper!  Lighten up!  A bunch of the guys and myself 
are going to the bar tonight and I was thinking 

you might be interested in joining us for a frosty 
alcoholic beverage.  Whadda-ya say?

Oh no, Herman.  Are your peers over-abusing you?
Do you need me to sub in for you buddy?

Dammit!  Quit being so cynical!  It wouldn’t 
hurt you to get out and have some fun once 
in a while.  And quit calling me “Herman”!

Well, quit calling me “Casper”!

Herman hates him name and I completely 
understand why.  He prefers to be called “Cog” an 
abbreviation of his last name Cogswell.  I find this 
quite humorous.  After all, he is just another cog 

turning inside this big newspaper machine.

Sorry Herman, but I have 
other animals to char the 

meaty flesh of this evening.

Pssht!  Like what?  Writing 
more of your bizarro stories 

or something?

Actually...

I have a birthday 
party to attend.
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Happy Birthday
Big Brother!

Make a Wish
Lil’ Bro!

Gee whiz guys... I only wish this could be more fun...

Hey, don’t tell us what your wish is... heh heh!  
It might not come true... heh heh heh!

One can hope.  Wait, why are you-
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AAAIEEEEE! OH BOY! OH BOY!

FUCK!
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HERMAN?!
What the hell are
you doing here?!

We were gettin’ tanked 
and Jonesy says, “Let’s go 
play some skeeball!”.  And 
here we are!  So, today is 

your birthday, eh?

Check it, it’s that 
albeneese dude.

Yeah, and he’s all 
like, not tan either.

I think we need to turn this 
birthday party into a birthday...

RRAAAHHHH!
This certainly breaches 

my daily limit of catalysts 
towards insanity.
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OK just stay calm and do not panic.  AAAARRGGG!
I should have been less sarcastic and wished for an uzi.

Hehe!  ...definitely
wishing for that uzi 
next year.  Anyway, 
what was I doing?

BLAM! Oh, I was leaving.
Now I just have to 
cope with the new 

psychological...

FAHRENHEIT! WAIT!

...damage.

Where are you going?

You can’t leave yet!

Kelvin.  Celsius.  Just go away.  You cannot 
make me suffer through this onslaught of 

ineffable birthday horrors any longer.  It is 
difficult to believe we are even related.

But we can’t let our brother not have fun on his birthday!

OH YES YOU WILL!!!

CLOWNS ARE FUN!

CLOWNS ARE NEVER FUN!

But we even rented a clown!

Fahrenheit, God wants you to have fun with the clown.

Yes.  God.  Fun.
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LISTEN!  The only reason I agreed to this is because you
are my brother and sister.  I should have known “taking 

me out” would involve your little cult trying to rebirth me 
with jesus cakes and clowns with puppies.  And to make 
this freakish happenstance worse, Herman and his boy-

band show up drunk beyond oblivion, dishing out insults 
and harassments!  So, instead of enduring the excrucia-
tion of what just might be the worst thing I can possibly 
imagine, I am going to turn around and walk away.  You 
and your fellow religious automatons can continue this

brain-cleansing session without me!  GOODBYE!

I’m sorry Fahrenheit, but as 
ambassadors of God we are 
required to help you have 
a good, wholesome time.

A good wholesome time?!
LET ME THE FUCK GO before I 
find a good wholesome time 
PLAYING IN YOUR BLOOD!
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Kelvin! STOP IT NOW!
You cannot make me go in 

there!  Do not force me back 
in there!  AAARRGG!

I swear to the fucking thing 
in the sky you talk to, I will 
find a way to stop you from 

telling me or anyone else 
what to do ever again!

You will regret ever having 
put me through this shit!

NOT YOU! NOT ANYONE 
WILL EVER STOP ME 

FROM BEING ME!

Hey everyone!  It’s time for the birthday spankings!

NOOOOOOOOO!!!

FOUR FUN FILLED BIRTHDAY HOURS LATER...

One day you will 
thank us Bro.
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Oh... Hello Mr. Mittens.
I trust your evening was not 

as unnerving as mine.

I can only hope the television 
will rot my brain enough to 

forget this day ever happened.
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- That’s Right!  I was able to turn my puny savings account 
into MILLIONS OF DOLLARS all from my one bedroom apart-

ment simply by lodging a fork into my skull!  *CLICK*

- but Richard, I love you!  It shouldn’t matter if I’ve maxed 
out your credit cards, had my limbs amputated and that I’m 

being deported back to Cuba... again.  *CLICK*

- we need your help.  Without donations these disgustingly 
filthy skeleton-children have very little water and may not ever 
discover the miracles of shampoos and antiperspirants.  *CLICK*

- some positive news.  Just moments ago, Smiley’s Ultra Happy 
Play Place announced their millionth customer received a $20,000 
reward.  And the lucky winning dollar was spent buy this man...

Kelvin Monahan.

- “Well, I’ve always dreamed of building a giant robot that will
inject a love for God directly into our brains using nanotechnology,

but I’ll probably just donate the money to my church.”

– “Oh and I want to say Happy Birthday and God Bless 
to my little brother Fahrenheit who I hope will...”
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Um... good morning.  Did I 
forget to feed you again?

OK!  I’m awake!
I’m up!  I’m...

...what the hell happened to... Oh!  OH!  I need to buy a paper!
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NO MORE PREVIEW.
To read more, you need to purchase Lackluster World #1.

To do so, visit the Lackluster World website or tell your local
comic retailer to order it for you.

www.lacklusterworld.com

http://www.lacklusterworld.com/

